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Abstract—According to the traditional explanations (“old paradigm”), aging is due to the progressive accumulation of het
erogeneous damages that are insufficiently contrasted by natural selection. An opposite interpretation (“new paradigm”)
sees aging as selectively advantageous in terms of supraindividual natural selection, and this implies the indispensable exis
tence of genetically controlled specific mechanisms that determine it. The aim of this work is to expound synthetically the
progressive alterations that mark the aging by showing how these changes are clearly defined and regulated by genes. The
possibility of such a description, based on sound evidence, is an essential element for the plausibility of the new paradigm,
and a fundamental argument against the tenability of the old paradigm.
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For “aging”, here precisely defined as “agerelated
progressive fitness decline/mortality increase”, there are
two antithetical general explanations [1] that have very
important opposed implications and, so, deserve the def
inition of paradigms.
The first, here defined as “old paradigm”, explains
aging as the effect of various damaging factors insuffi
ciently opposed by natural selection [2]. This paradigm
implies that natural selection is successful in the achieve
ment of numberless extraordinary functions and organs,
while for contrasting aging it is capable only of limited
effectiveness!
The second explanation, here defined as “new para
digm”, justifies aging as a physiologic phenomenon
determined and favored, in particular conditions, by
supraindividual selection [3]. This paradigm implies that
natural selection is successful in the achievement of aging
as in other numberless extraordinary functions and
organs!
The two paradigms, by definition, are alternative and
incompatible with each other.
For the new paradigm, aging is a particular type of
“phenoptosis”, an important neologism proposed by
Skulachev [4, 5], which includes a large category of well
known phenomena [6] characterized by the selfsacrifice
of an individual, genetically caused/induced and regulat
ed, and favored by natural selection, clearly in terms of
supraindividual selection. Examples of phenoptosis
types, well described by Finch [6], are as follows: aphagy,
autogeny, hormonally triggered senescence in plants,

death after spawning, death of the male associated with
mating/reproduction, endotoxic matricide, ..., and,
according to the new paradigm, – aging (“slow phenop
tosis” [7]).
Here, I do not want to discuss arguments and evi
dence for or against the two paradigms, but only focus on
a key topic: how we age, i.e. a general description of the
aging process in our species (as for mammals in general)
on the basis of mechanisms genetically determined and
regulated.
In fact, the new paradigm predicts and requires the
existence of specific mechanisms, genetically determined
and regulated, which cause aging [8]. On the contrary, the
old paradigm excludes the possibility that such mecha
nisms exist: their existence would therefore demonstrate
that the old paradigm is false [2].
Only manifest and accepted evidence will be used in
the following exposition.

EVIDENCE
Programmed cell death. Cells may die by necrosis, as
a result of accidental events (infection, mechanical stress,
trauma, ischemia, etc.), or by one of various types of pro
grammed cell death (PCD), e.g. (i) keratinization of epi
dermis or hair cells; (ii) detachment of cells from the lin
ing of intestines or other body cavities; (iii) osteocytes
phagocytized by osteoclasts; (iv) transformation of ery
throblasts in erythrocytes and their subsequent removal
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by macrophages; (v) apoptosis, an ordinate process of
selfdestruction with nondamaging disposal of cellular
debris that makes it different from necrosis. The phenom
enon was for the first time described and clearly differen
tiated from necrosis in the observation of normal liver
hepatocytes [9]. A pivotal function of apoptosis in verte
brates is related to the cell turnover in healthy adult
organs, as well documented for many tissues and organs
[10]. It must be underlined that the term PCD is often
used as synonymous of apoptosis, but this is a wrong sim
plification!
Cell turnover. The endless death of cells by PCD is
balanced by an equal proliferation of appropriate stem
cells: “Each day, approximately 50 to 70 billion cells per
ish in the average adult because of programmed cell death
(PCD). Cell death in selfrenewing tissues, such as the
skin, gut, and bone marrow, is necessary to make room for
the billions of new cells produced daily. So massive is the
flux of cells through our bodies that, in a typical year,
each of us will produce and, in parallel, eradicate, a mass
of cells equal to almost our entire body weight” [11]. This
“massive” turnover (about 690,000 cells per second!) is
restricted by duplication limits caused by the
telomere–telomerase system (see below).
Cell turnover is a general pattern in vertebrates, but
not for all animals (e.g. the adult stage of the worm
Caenorhabditis elegans has a fixed number of cells) [6].
The rhythm of cell turnover varies greatly depending
on cell type and organ, e.g. in the intestinal epithelium
“cells are replaced every three to six days” [12], while
“bone has a turnover time of about ten years in humans”
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[12] and “the heart is replaced roughly every 4.5 years”
[13]. Other data about cell turnover rhythms are reported
elsewhere [14].
Limits in cell duplication. Cell replication, which is
essential for cell turnover, is restricted by known mecha
nisms. Limits in the number of cell duplication were
demonstrated by Hayflick in 1961 [15]. Olovnikov
hypothesized that, as DNA molecule shortens at each
duplication, this could explain the finite number of dupli
cations [16]. (In fact, it was later documented, for many
cell types, that telomere length shows an agerelated pro
gressive shortening [17].) The end of DNA molecule
(telomere) was demonstrated, first in a protozoan species,
to be a simple repeated sequence of nucleotides [18]. The
discovery of telomerase, which added other sequences of
the nucleotides, was a necessary explanation for cells, as
those of germ line, capable of numberless divisions [19].
Telomerase was shown to be repressed by regulatory pro
teins [20].
In cells where telomerase is not active, an infinite
number of duplications is impossible for the progressive
shortening of the telomere. Before telomeres reach their
minimum length, two phenomena are described.
1) “On/off” cell senescence. In a cell in “cycling”
state, the telomere, whatever its length, oscillates between
two phases: “capped” and “uncapped” (by a protein
complex). The probability of the uncapped phase is
inversely proportional to the relative reduction of telom
ere length. In the uncapped phase, the cell is vulnerable
to the transition to noncycling state, i.e. to the activation
of cell senescence program [21] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. “On/off” cell senescence. Telomere (DNA end part marked by dots) oscillates between two possible states: uncapped or capped by a
proteinic hood. As telomere progressively shortens, the probability of being in the uncapped state increases and in this state the chromosome
is vulnerable to homologous recombination and so to cellular senescence [21].
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Cell senescence, which can also be activated by other
factors, is determined by a mechanism in which the p53
protein is involved and is characterized by the block of the
cell cycle besides a long series of changes in the expres
sion of cellular genes. These changes also include modifi
cations of cellular secretions that cause alterations of the
extracellular matrix, inflammation, reduced secretion of
important structural proteins such as elastin and collagen,
and impairments of the surrounding cells [22].
Cell senescence with its stereotyped and predictable
alterations has been described as a “fundamental cellular
program” [23].
2) “Gradual” cell senescence. The progressive short
ening of the telomeres has another effect. The telomere is
covered (capped) by a protein complex that, as the telom
ere shortens, hides the subtelomeric DNA and causes
transcriptional silencing (Fig. 2).
“As the telomere shortens, the hood slides further
down the chromosome... The result is an alteration of
transcription from portions of the chromosome immedi
ately adjacent to the telomeric complex, usually causing
transcriptional silencing, although the control is doubt
less more complex than merely telomere effect through
propinquity… These silenced genes may in turn modulate
other, more distant genes (or set of genes). There is some
direct evidence for such modulation in the subtelom
ere...” [22].
These phenomena (“on/off” and “gradual” cell
senescence) progressively affect the mean functioning of
the cells in a tissue and the intercellular environment.
But, by the activation of telomerase, cell senescence and
all related alterations are completely cancelled [2428].

“Telomerase gene transfection (“telomerization”) is
an experimental determinant, switching somatic cells
from mortal to immortal without disruption of the
remainder of gene expression… This process of gene con
trol is central to cell aging and experimental intervention.
Resetting gene expression occurs in knockout mice,
cloning, and other interventions, permitting us to make
sense of how cell senescence causes aging in organisms...
Cells do not senesce because of wear and tear, but because
they permit wear and tear to occur because of an altered
gene expression. Telomerization effectively replaces the
score, allowing the gene to express their previous pat
tern… Cells do not senesce because they are damaged, but
permit damage because they senesce. Homeostatic
processes suffice indefinitely in germ cell lines; they suf
fice in somatic cells if senescence is abrogated” [22].
With the passage of time (and with very different
rhythms, varying for cell types and organs), in a tissue
there is an increase of the percentage of cells: (i) in senes
cent state; (ii) having functions more or less affected by
the shortening of telomeres and the consequent interfer
ence in the subtelomeric region; (iii) affected by altered
secretions of other cells (Fig. 3).
This leads, for each tissue and organ to the “atroph
ic syndrome”, which is characterized by [10]: 1) reduced
mean cell duplication capacity and slackened cell
turnover; 2) reduced number of cells (atrophy); 3) substi
tution of missing specific cells with nonspecific cells; 4)
hypertrophy of the remaining specific cells; 5) altered
functions of cells with shortened telomeres or definitively
in noncycling state; 6) alterations of the surrounding
milieu and of the cells depending on the functionality of

Fig. 2. “Gradual” cell senescence. Telomere (DNA end part marked by dots) is capped by a proteinic hood. As telomere progressively short
ens, an increasing part of subtelomeric DNA is also capped by the proteinic hood. It is likely that the subtelomeric DNA has regulating func
tions and its progressive capping alters this regulation and so the expression of many genes [22].
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Fig. 3. Schematic interpretation of the transformation of a young tissue into a senescent tissue: “a modicum of cells displays varying degrees
of senescent change” [22]. The inverse transformation is demonstrated: in vitro, for single cells [2428] and, in vivo, in aged telomerasedefi
cient mice [29].

the senescent or missing cells; 7) vulnerability to cancer
because of dysfunctional telomereinduced instability
[30].

AGING IN OUR SPECIES
The simple concepts outlined in the previous section
permit an easy concise description of what characterizes
aging. For brevity, this description – already, in part,
expounded elsewhere [10] – will be outlined here only for
some types of cells and tissues.
Endothelium. The right functionality of endothelium
is fundamental to avoid atherogenesis and its complica
tions. The turnover of endothelial cells is assured by
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), which derive from
bone marrow. EPC number is inversely related to age,
reduced by cardiovascular risk factors (cigarette smoking,
diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, etc.), and
increased by drugs, such as statins, which protect organ
integrity [31].
A slackened turnover of endothelial cells increases
the probability of endothelial dysfunction and, therefore,
of diseases derived from altered blood circulation (cere
bral ischemia, cardiac infarctions, and other diseases
caused by compromised blood circulation). Moreover,
with negative relation, the number of EPCs is a predictor
of cardiovascular risk equal to or more significant than
Framingham risk score [31, 32].
In the senile state, diseases deriving from a compro
mised endothelial function increase exponentially in cor
relation with age, even if other cardiovascular risk factors
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 79 No. 10 2014

are absent [33]. These factors anticipate and amplify the
agerelated risk [33], while drugs with organ protection
qualities, such as statins [34], ACEinhibitors, and sar
tans [35], counter their effects.
Heart. An old and deeprooted belief is that the
heart is an organ incapable of regeneration and without
cell turnover. On the contrary, “the heart is a selfrenew
ing organ” [13]: in a normal heart, every day about 3 mil
lion myocytes die by apoptosis and are replaced by car
diac stem cells: “the entire cell population of the heart is
replaced approximately every 4.5 years… The human
heart replaces completely its myocyte population about
18 times during the course of life, independently from
cardiac diseases” [13].
Cardiac stem cells duplicate and differentiate, allow
ing myocyte turnover, and show agerelated telomeric
shortening and cell senescence [3638]. In the old heart,
there is a global loss of myocytes, with a progressive
increase in myocyte cell volume per nucleus [39]. The
decreasing number of myocytes is due the progressive
decline in the ability to duplication of cardiac stem cells
[13].
The decline of cardiac contractile capacities causes
an enlargement of the heart that conceals the underlying
atrophy of the contractile cells. So, in apparent contra
diction, the heart chambers are dilated and the senile
heart, although atrophic as number of cells, is morpho
logically hypertrophic [40].
“With aging, there is also a progressive reduction in
the number of pacemaker cells in the sinus node, with
10% of the number of cells present at age 20 remaining at
age 75... Ageassociated left ventricular hypertrophy is
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caused by an increase in the volume but not in the num
ber of cardiac myocytes. Fibroblasts undergo hyperplasia,
and collagen is deposited in the myocardial interstitium”
[40].
The heart shows “...some increase in the amount of
fibrous tissue and fat in the atrial myocardium with a
decrease in the number of muscle fibers, and loss of fibers
in the bifurcating main bundle of His and at the junction
of the main bundle and its left fascicles, with lesser
degrees of loss in the distal bundle branches” [41].
Drugs effective in “organ protection”, as ACE
inhibitors, sartans, and statins, are effective in the preven
tion of atrial fibrillation [42, 43].
Skin. “Stratum corneal thickness is unchanged in the
elderly although its moisture content and cohesiveness are
reduced coupled with an increase in renewal time of dam
aged stratum corneum... Human epidermis is highly pro
liferative but in a steadystate condition dependent, as are
other selfrenewing structures, on slowly cycling, undif
ferentiated stem cells. These stem cells are located within
the basal compartment of the epidermis – the nonserrat
ed keratinocytes at the tips of the epidermal rete ridges.
Loss of rete ridges and consequent flattening of the der
mal–epidermal junction is a hallmark of intrinsically aged
skin. Such flattening results in a reduction in mean sur
face area of the dermal–epidermal junction. One study
has estimated a reduction in mean area of dermal–epi
dermal junction/mm2 from 2.6 at age interval 2140 years
to 1.9 at age interval 6180 years. These changes are
accompanied by a reduction in microvilli – cytoplasmic
projections from basal keratinocytes into the dermis...
The rate of epidermal renewal is reduced in the skin of
individuals aged 60 years or greater... Melanocytes are
decreased in number in intrinsically aged epidermis,
although the estimates of this decrease vary from study to
study according to the methodologies used to quantitate
melanocyte numbers. This said, the reduction is in the
order of 8 to 20% per decade compared to young adult
skin... The number of Langerhans cells is reduced in
intrinsically aged epidermis... Gilchrest et al. demonstrat
ed that subjects aged 62 to 86 years had a 42% reduction
in the number of Langerhans cells in sunprotected skin
as compared to young subjects aged 22 to 26 years...
Numbers of dermal fibroblasts decrease with age... Aged
skin is relatively hypovascular, particularly due to loss of
small capillaries that run perpendicular to the
dermal–epidermal junction and form capillary loops.
This loss is concomitant with the loss of epidermal rete
ridges. Blood vessels within the reticular dermis are
reduced in number and their walls are thinned... There is
an approximate 50% reduction in numbers of mast cells in
intrinsically aged skin... Eccrine glands are reduced in
number and function in aged skin... Age probably reduces
and disorganizes the nerve supply of the skin; indeed,
there is an approximate twothirds reduction in numbers
of Pacinian and Meissner’s corpuscles with age... Hair,

particularly scalp hair, is lost with age in both sexes...
Nails grow more slowly in the elderly... The study of aging
skin particularly as a consequence of the ready accessibil
ity of cutaneous tissue is one that presents a paradigm for
aging of other organs” [44]. In derma, as a likely conse
quence of the exhaustion of specific stem cells, a general
reduction of all its components (melanocytes, Langerhans
cells, dermal fibroblasts, capillaries, blood vessels within
the reticular dermis, mast cells, eccrine glands, hair, etc.)
is reported and nails grow more slowly [44].
Orofacial tissues and organs. “Atrophy of the fascial
planes within the eyelids may lead to herniation of the
orbital fat into the lid tissue, producing the “bags under
the eyes” frequently seen in the elderly. Atrophy or disin
sertion of the aponeurosis of the levator palpebrae mus
cle, which ordinarily supports the upper eyelid, may cause
the opened lid to fail to uncover the pupil, as seen in
senile ptosis, despite normal levator muscle function...
Secretory function of the lacrimal glands declines with
age...” [45].
“Structural changes in human oral epithelia with
aging include thinning the epithelial cell layers (e.g. thin
ning of the lingual epithelial), diminished keratinization,
and simplification of epithelial structure... Histological
studies of aging salivary glands show a gradual loss of aci
nar elements, a relative increase in the proportion of duc
tal elements, an increase in inflammatory infiltrates, and
an increase in fibrofatty tissue” [46]. “The number of
taste buds decreases after age 45, resulting in a decrease in
taste sensation...” [47].
Hematopoietic cells. “...Peripheral blood lympho
cyte populations do seem to show a significant change in
age, with a fall in total numbers. CD4+ Thelper cells,
responsible for major histocompatibility complex class II
restricted recognition of foreign antigen and subsequent
activation of CD8+ Tsuppressor, Blymphocyte, and
granulocyte effector cells of the immune response, show
an overall decline with age accompanied by a reduction in
capacity to produce virgin CD4+ CD45RA T cells...
Gradual involution of red marrow continues but is espe
cially marked after the age of 70 years when iliac crest
marrow cellularity is reduced to about 30% of that found
in young adults” [48]. In older people, fewer neutrophils
arrive at the skin abrasion sites [49]. Tlymphocytes pro
liferative capacity for nonspecific mitogens shows an age
related reduction [50, 51].
Agerelated functional decline in hematopoietic
stem cells is a likely limiting factor for longevity in mam
mals [52].
Gastrointestinal system. In aged individuals, various
types of stomach cells show progressively shorter telo
meres, and atrophy of gastric mucosa, with or without
Helicobacter pylori infection, is associated with shorter
telomeres [17].
“Using postmortem material, Chacko et al. (1969)
found that in an Indian population the shape of villi
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 79 No. 10 2014
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changed on aging. The youngest subjects had finger
shaped villi, but the frequency of broad villi and convolu
tions increased in specimens from older people. Webster
and Leeming (1975) described similar changes when fresh
jejunal specimens from geriatric patients were compared
with normal young controls. They found that in the eld
erly broader villi were more common, and in addition the
villi were significantly shorter... Andrew and Andrew
(1957) noticed an increase in the amount of fibrous tissue
between the crypts of Lieberkuhn and a general reduction
of cellularity in older mice... Lesher, Fry and Kohn
(1961), Lesher and Sacher (1968) and Fry, Lesher and
Kohn (1961), using autoradiography and tritiated thymi
dine, showed a prolonged generation time for duodenal
crypt cells in old animals and an increased cell transit
time (for cells to progress from the crypts to villous tips).
In conclusion, the possible expected age changes in the
small bowel of man are an increase in broad villi, with a
reduction in villous height. These changes may be due to
reduced cell production” [53].
In the colon, atrophy of the muscolaris propria and
an increase in the amount of fibrosis and elastin has been
shown [54].
In each intestinal crypt, there are four to six stem
cells that with their intensive duplication activity renew
continuously the epithelium of the small intestine [55].
The above said changes, surely due to a declining mitotic
activity of crypt stem cells, as hypothesized from a long
time [53], reduce intestinal functionality and, likely, over
all fitness.
Skeletal muscle. Agerelated muscle atrophy, both in
terms of overall muscle bulk and of the size of individual
fibers, is well known [56, 57] (Fig. 4). “These changes are
to some extent dependent on the fallout of anterior horn
cells that occurs with age, but this does not completely

explain the process of aging atrophy. In detailed studies, it
has been shown that the progressive reduction that occurs
in muscle volume with aging can be detected from age 25
years and that up to 10% of muscle volume is lost by age
50 years. Thereafter the rate of muscle volume atrophy
increases, so that by 80 years almost half the muscle has
wasted... Reductions both in fiber number and fiber size
are implicated in the loss of muscle volume” [58].
In Duchenne muscular dystrophy, chronic destruc
tion of myocytes, continually replaced by duplication of
stem cells until these are exhausted, has been described
[59].
Liver. The volume of liver shows agerelated declines
[67], both in proportion to body weight and in absolute
values [68]. This reduction has been estimated to be about
37% between ages 24 and 91 [67]. Liver blood flow also
declines with age, by about 53% between ages 24 and 91
[67] but, while liver size declines with age, hepatocytes
increase in size, unlike in the liver atrophy caused by star
vation [69, 70].
The chronic destruction of hepatocytes by hepatitis,
alcoholism, or other factors is a known cause of cirrhosis:
by exhaustion of duplication capacities of hepatocyte
stem cells, the atrophic syndrome transforms the liver,
often with the complication of hepatocarcinoma caused
by dysfunctional telomereinduced instability [30, 71].
Pancreatic βcells. Pancreatic βcells show turnover
[72] and an insufficient substitution of βcells exhausted
by metabolic stress has been suggested as cause of type 2
diabetes mellitus [73, 74]. Diabetes is a manifestation of
Werner syndrome [75], as a likely consequence of an
insufficient replacement of apoptotic βcells by impaired
replication of βcell stem cells. Diabetes frequency shows
an agerelated increment [76] likely caused by the pro
gressive exhaustion of βcell turnover.
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Drugs that are effective in “organ protection”, as
ACEinhibitors and sartans and statins, reduce the risk of
diabetes [77, 78].
Bone. “Once middle age is reached, the total amount
of calcium in the skeleton (i.e. bone mass) starts to decline
with age... This is associated with changes in skeletal
structure, resulting in it becoming weaker and more prone
to sustaining fractures. For example, the bony cortex
becomes thinner due to expansion of the inner medullary
cavity, the trabecular network disintegrates, and there is an
accumulation of microfractures... Bone loss in the elderly
is largely a result of excess osteoclast activity, which caus
es both an expansion in the total number of remodeling
sites and an increase in the amount of bone resorbed per
individual site... Bone loss in the elderly is also thought to
involve an agerelated decline in the recruitment and syn
thetic capacity of osteoblasts” [79].
“Involutional bone loss... starts between the ages of
35 and 40 in both sexes, but in women there is an acceler
ation of bone loss in the decade after menopause. Overall,
women lose 35 to 50% of trabecular and 25 to 30% of cor
tical bone mass with advancing age, whereas men lose 15
to 45% of trabecular and 5 to 15% of cortical bone... Bone
loss starts between the ages of 35 and 40 years in both
sexes, possibly related to impaired new bone formation,
due to declining osteoblast function” [80].
Lungs. “The most important agerelated change in
the large airways is a reduction in the number of glandu
lar epithelial cells... The area of the alveoli falls and the
alveoli and alveoli ducts enlarge. Function residual
capacity, residual volume, and compliance increase...”
[81]. Lung volumes (FEV1, FVC) show an agerelated
reduction [82].
Statins contrast the decline in lung function and
their antiinflammatory and antioxidant properties could
explain this effect [83]. Alternatively, it could be the con
sequence of actions on type II alveolar epithelial cells
analogous to those on endothelial cells [31].
Kidneys. “Ageinduced renal changes are manifested
macroscopically by a reduction in weight of the kidney
and a loss of parenchymal mass. According to Oliver, the
average combined weight of the kidneys in different age
groups is as follows: 60 years, 250 g; 70 years, 230 g; 80
years, 190 g. The decrease in weight of the kidneys corre
sponds to a general decrease in the size and weight of all
organs. Microscopically, the most impressive changes are
reductions in the number and size of nephrons. Loss of
parenchymal mass leads to a widening of the interstitial
spaces between the tubules. There is also an increase in
the interstitial connective tissue with age. The total num
ber of identifiable glomeruli falls with age, roughly in
accord with the changes in renal weight” [84].
Microalbuminuria, a reliable marker of nephropathy,
is “predictive, independently of traditional risk factors, of
allcause and cardiovascular mortality and CVD events
within groups of patients with diabetes or hypertension,

and in the general population... It may... signify systemic
endothelial dysfunction that predisposes to future cardio
vascular events” [85].
Cell types without turnover. Photoreceptor cells.
Photoreceptor cells (cones and rods) are highly differen
tiated nervous cells without turnover, but metabolically
depending on other cells with turnover, retina pigmented
cells (RPCs), which are highly differentiated gliocytes.
Each day, with an extraordinary metabolic activity,
every RPC phagocytizes about 10% of the membranes with
photopsin molecules of about 50 photoreceptor cells. With
the agerelated decline of RPC turnover, the deficiency of
their function kills the photoreceptors not served [86]. This
is above all manifested in the functionality of the more sen
sitive part of the retina, the macula, from which the name
“agerelated retina macular degeneration” (ARMD) [87].
ARMD affects 5, 10, and 20% of subjects of 60, 70, and 80
years old, respectively [86], and it is likely that a large pro
portion of older individuals suffer from ARMD.
Risk factors for endothelial cells as smoking, dia
betes, and obesity are risk factors for ARMD too [88].
Neurons of the central nervous system. Neurons are
perennial cells, but their vitality depends on other cells
(e.g. microglia, a type of gliocytes), which show turnover.
The hypothesis that Alzheimer disease (AD) is caused by
cell senescence of microglia cells has been proposed [10,
22, 89, 90].
Microglia cells degrade βamyloid protein [91, 92]
and this function is known to be altered in AD [93] with
the consequent noxious accumulation of the protein.
Telomeres have been shown to be significantly short
er in patients with probable AD than in apparently
healthy control subjects [94]. AD could have, at least par
tially, a vascular etiology due to agerelated endothelial
dysfunction [22], but “a cell senescence model might
explain Alzheimer dementia without primary vascular
involvement” [22].
An interesting comparison between AD and ARMD
is possible: both are probably determined by the death of
cells with no turnover as a likely consequence of the age
related failure of cells with turnover (Fig. 5) [10].
Moreover, AD shows an agerelated increasing frequency
as ARMD: it affects 1.5% of USA and Europe population
at age 65 years and 30% at 80 [95] and a centenarian has
a high probability of suffering from it.
Crystalline lens. The crystalline lens has no cell in its
core, but its functionality depends on lens epithelial cells
that show turnover [96]. “Many investigators have
emphasized posttranslational alterations of longlived
crystalline proteins as the basis for senescent ocular
cataracts. It is apparent in Werner syndrome that the
cataracts result from alterations in the lens epithelial
cells” [75], which is consistent with agerelated reduction
in growth potential for lens epithelial cell reported for
normal human subjects [96]. Statins lower the risk of
nuclear cataract, the most common type of agerelated
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 79 No. 10 2014
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Fig. 5. Some retina photoreceptors and a brain neuron (both specialized neurons) served by two types of differentiated gliocytes (RPCs and
microglia cells, respectively). Cell senescence of RPCs and microglia cells cause ARMD and AD, respectively.

cataract [97]. This has been attributed to “putative
antioxidant properties” [97], but could be the conse
quence of effects on lens epithelial cells analogous to
those on endothelial cells [31].
Other organs or tissues. Telomere dysfunction for
cells in replicative senescence, in particular those, mostly
epithelial, with higher turnover, is a significant cause of
cancer in older individuals [30].
Finally, we must consider the numberless complica
tions for many organs deriving by the progressive impair
ment of endothelial, neuronal, and immunological func
tions and, in general, by the interlacement of the decline
of several functions [33].

bone marrow... People with DC, as well as lategeneration
telomerasedeficient mice, also suffer from a higher rate
of cancer. This can likewise be explained by the lack of
telomerase, which result in unstable chromosomes – in
DC sufferers and the mutant mice, many chromosomes
fuse end to end, probably because their telomeres are ter
minally eroded (de Lange and Jacks, 1999)” [98]. In DC,
there is no alteration for tissues with no telomerase
expression. On the contrary, in WS, there are problems for
DNArecombination process and so for telomere main
taining, and the disease shows alterations for tissues with
lower cell turnover and a closer version of normal aging
[75, 98]. These facts are summarized in the table.

PATHOLOGY OF AGING PHENOMENON

CONCLUSION

As any function, aging must have its pathology, e.g.
(1) various nongenetic factors increase apoptotic rates
and therefore aging manifestations (see “risk factors” in
the previous section); (2) among various genetic diseases
that display aging characteristics, two are particularly
interesting: dyskeratosis congenita (DC) and Werner syn
drome (WS). In DC, there is an inherited defect in telom
erase function and “problems trend to occur in tissues in
which cells multiply rapidly – skin, nails, hair, gut and

More than a century ago, Weismann proposed that
aging was determined by an evolved limitation in the
replicative capacities of cells [100]. As well discussed else
where [101], the famous wrong experiments of Carrel and
Ebeling, the uncertainties and contradictions of the same
Weismann, and various theoretical objections wiped out
the scientific memory of this hypothesis.
In 1959, the great physicist Leo Szilard proposed
that, by action of some factors, the somatic cells decrease
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Manifestations of aging and its pathologies
Cell type

Manifestations of aging
[33, 99]

Risk factors and their effects
(see references in “Aging
in our species” section)

Werner syndrome
[75]

Dyskeratosis
congenita [98]

Endothelial cells

atherosclerosis (→
myocardial infarction and
other vascular problems)

smoking, hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia, diabetes
(→ atherosclerosis)

Alveolar type II cells

emphysema

smoking, chronic inhalation
of noxious substances (chronic
bronchitis, emphysema)

Cardiac myocytes

cardiac insufficiency

myocarditis (→ dilatative
cardiomyopathy)

Epidermis cells

skin atrophy

excessive sun exposure
(→ photoaging)

Glomerular cells

renal insufficiency

the same as for endothelial cells
(→ renal insufficiency)

Hepatocytes

hepatic atrophy

chronic hepatitis, alcoholism
(→ cirrhosis)

Intestinal cells

intestinal atrophy

Lens epithelial cells

cataract

exposure to radiations
(→ cataract)

Microglia cells

AD

the same as for endothelial cells
(→ AD)

Retina pigmented
cells

ARMD

the same as for endothelial cells
(→ ARMD)

Myocytes

muscle atrophy

specific genetic defects
(→ muscular dystrophies)

Osteoblasts

osteoporosis

Pancreatic βcells

latent or mild diabetes

Hair

progressive baldness

premature graying
and thinning of
hair

alopecia

Testes

diminished fertility,
testicular atrophy

diminished fertility,
premature testicu
lar atrophy

hypogonadism

Bone marrow

reduction of various cell
types

failure to produce
blood cells

Oral cavity

atrophy of oral mucosa

leukoplakia
(precancerous oral
lesions)

atherosclerosis

fibrosis

skin atrophy,
regional atrophy of
subcutaneous tis
sue, ulcerations in
parts exposed to
traumas

abnormal pigmen
tation, nail dystro
phy

cirrhosis, hepatic
carcinoma
gut disorders
cataract

muscle atrophy
osteoporosis

hyperalimentation, specific viral
infections

type II diabetes
mellitus
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with age at an accelerating rate and that this was the key
factor in aging [102]. In modern times, this idea has been
developed and strengthened by experimental data [103].
This shows that the importance of the relationship
between aging and agerelated loss of cellularity has
already been pointed out by others. However, the key
question is whether this correlation and its causes are in
support or against, compatible or incompatible with each
of the two opposing paradigms.
Programmed cell death, “on/off” and “gradual” cell
senescence, cell duplication limits (variable, according to
cell types and influenced by various physiological and
pathological events), cell turnover and its limitations
(variable, depending on cell types) are all phenomena
genetically determined and regulated (with clear differ
ences among the species).
Some features of these phenomena have no justifica
tion in terms of physiological factors other than as aging
determinants. In particular, the supporters of the old par
adigm try to justify the limits in cell replication as a gen
eral defense against cancer [104, 105].
But: (i) species with negligible senescence (i.e. with
individuals showing no agerelated decay) have no age
related reduction of telomerase activity and no increase in
mortality due to cancer [8]; (ii) in the human species,
studied under natural conditions, fitness decay/mortality
increment (i.e. aging) reaches significant levels without a
contemporaneous detectable incidence of cancer mortal
ity. It is untenable that a defense against cancer kills large
part of the population before cancer as cause of death
becomes detectable [106].
Moreover, the abovesaid justification is even more
unlikely to explain: (i) the “on/off” cell senescence pro
gram and its damaging effects; (ii) the regulatory func
tions of subtelomeric DNA (a condition indispensable for
“gradual” cell senescence), i.e. the position of pivotal
parts of DNA where they are more vulnerable when
telomere shortens.
The mechanisms, genetically determined and regu
lated, here summarized, are a likely cause of the age
related progressive deterioration of all functions, namely
aging. Their existence is predicted by the new paradigm
and indeed is essential for its validity.
On the contrary, they are not expected by the old
paradigm and are in complete contrast with it.
The explanation of aging through the new paradigm
allows: (i) a rational and consistent interpretation of the
manifestations of aging, its pathologies included (e.g.
AD, ARMD, dyskeratosis congenita, Werner syndrome);
(ii) the prospect of being able to change aging manifesta
tions and even to obtain a full control of aging through
scientific procedures that are technically feasible [10,
107]. The exposition and discussion of this last prospect,
already briefly expounded elsewhere [107], is however
outside and beyond the limits of time and of topic of this
work.
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